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Among the CAIs, some inclusions have extreme isotopic 

properties, with large mass-dependant isotopic fractionation of 
major elements (Mg, Si, O) accompanied by large nonradiogenic 
nuclear anomalies in various minor and trace elements [1]. The 
origin of these fractionations and the composition of the precur-
sors of these so-called FUN inclusions are still unknown. Viga-
rano 1623-5 has strong isotopic affinities to the Allende FUN 
inclusion C1 and is the only “classical” FUN inclusion that still 
exists in thin section and so can be studied by in situ methods [2]. 
This object, which shows the first unequivocal correlated petro-
logic and isotopic evidence for volatilization [2,3], is composed 
of two chemically distinct parts, separated by a melilite-rich man-
tle and a hibonite-bearing vesicle. One part is pyroxene-rich and 
the other is a melilite-rich. A discontinuous 200 µm thick melilite 
mantle surrounds these cores [2]. Here, we investigate in situ iso-
topic compositions of Mg and Si of the different parts of this 
unique inclusion. Our goal is to better understand the relationship 
between the mantle and the core of this inclusion to constrain its 
origin and environment of formation.  

The analyses were done on a Cameca ims-1270 at UCLA at 
high mass resolution in monocollection and multicollection mod-
es. Olivine, pyroxene, and melilite standards were used to correct 
for instrumental mass fractionation. The matrix effect due to var-
iation of Åk content [4] was also investigated by analyzing syn-
thetic zoned melilite.  

Individual minerals show a large range of mass fractionation 
in δ30Si and δ25Mg, forsterite from +6.9 ‰ to +23.2 ‰ and +23.1 
‰ to +29.0 ‰, respectively, and mantle melilite from +6.8 ‰ to 
+ 26.2 ‰ and from +30.6 ‰ to +32.9 ‰, respectively. Olivines 
show less mass-dependent fractionation for Mg than do pyroxene 
and melilite, but the same range of fractionation for Si is present 
in all of these minerals. There is no apparent relationship between 
the magnitude of fractionation and spatial distribution in either 
core of the inclusion. Olivines show a correlation between Mg 
and Si isotopes, which is slightly different from the relationship 
defined by the free evaporation of Mg2SiO4 residues [5]. The re-
lationship between the degree of evaporation and the isotopic 
mass fractionation can be modeled using the Rayleigh equation. 
Our data imply an evaporation fraction (taking α = 0.99009, [6]) 
of ~ 72 % for the pyroxene-rich core and ~ 84 % for the mantle. 
The precursor of the core of 1623-5 was at least partially evapo-
rated as it was crystallizing  
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